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Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility Mission

The OLCF is a DOE Office of Science 
National User Facility whose mission is to enable 
breakthrough science by:

• Fielding the most powerful capability computers for scientific 
research,

• Building the required infrastructure to facilitate user access to 
these computers,

• Selecting a few time-sensitive problems of national importance 
that can take advantage of these systems,

• And partnering with these teams to deliver breakthrough 
science.

While software isn’t explicitly mentioned, 
its sustainability is critical to our mission
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The HPC Software Stack is Complex

O/S

Parallel 
File System Batch SchedulerSystem 

Monitoring

MPI / OpenMP / CUDA / OpenACC

Fortran, C, C++
Debuggers, 

Performance 
Tools

Math Libraries I/O Libraries

Application Software

Vendor-Provided Infrastructure 
requires Sustainability
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Trend of hardware becoming more specialized …

Jaguar Titan

2008 2012 2017 2021

Summit Frontier

Multi-core CPU 
nodes with NUMA 

memory

Heterogeneous 
nodes with CPUs 
and NVIDIA GPUs 

Advent of NVIDIA 
tensor cores with 

specialized capabilities

Introduction of AMD 
GPUs into the OLCF 

ecosystem

Developers of application software and their underlying 

enabling technologies have historically adapted to these trends … 
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But our application portfolio evolves more slowly, in part because 
these applications take the “long view”.

but how should developers ensure their software is sustainable

Developers of application software and their underlying 

enabling technologies have historically adapted to these trends … 

CHROMA

XGC
NAMD

LAMMPS

CASINO
LSMS
QCD-1

QCD-2
SPECFEM
S3DCyberShake

QMCPACK
LS-DaltonHACCACMEPIConGPU

Core Applications on Titan in 2015

In general, applications with long lives 
have:
• Planned for change (both known and 

unknown)
• Worked on good software design, 

encapsulating hardware and software-
specific functionality into backends

• Documented their software extensively
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What does software sustainability mean to the OLCF and its users?

Portability
(The ability for end-users to 
develop, validate and use their 
software on overlapping 
generations of OLCF computers 
and other computers, large and 
small, with minimal machine-
specific code)

Performance 
(The ability to extract as 
much “science per flop” or 
“science per watt” as 
possible)

Software Sustainability
(Software, both vendor/third-
party libraries and application 
software, that survives through 
multiple generations of 
machines.)

+

End-User Productivity
(Increased end-user adoption of 
software because of the increased 
confidence that their time investment 
will pay off.)

=
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The OLCF Software Future: A View from 30,000 Feet

• Frontier will support traditional HPC application programming languages
(C, C++, Fortran)

• Frontier will support direct programming of GPUs with C++ (or C++-like) languages

• Frontier will use an operating system/CPU type that are well supported by open source 
software community

• Frontier compute nodes will have “fat” nodes that feature multiple GPUs
– Expressing computation as instruction parallel operations that run on a GPU will be required for good 

performance

• Frontier has a distributed memory, tightly-coupled cluster organization
– MPI will be supported, and inter-node programming models built on MPI will work
– Several PGAS options will be supported

Slide courtesy of Phil Roth, OLCF

Sounds like Summit

Sounds like Summit

Sounds like Summit

Recommendation: Existing platforms may be the most appropriate 
development system for future architectures.

Sounds like Summit

Sounds like Summit

99
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HIPHIP

Evolution of GPU Programming: 
Potential Migration Strategies

OpenACC

OpenMP 
(offload)

CUDA

Proprietary 
Directives

Titan Summit FrontierBefore Titan

CUDA

OpenACC OpenACC

CUDA

OpenMP 
(offload)

Key
Primary Migration Paths

Secondary Migration Paths

Doesn’t sounds like 
Frontier

Recommendation: Use traditional HPC programming languages and 
avoid proprietary APIs to ensure sustainability 
on future architectures
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Other Portability Strategies:
Abstraction layers, Directives, Underlying Libraries

Approach Benefits Challenges

Libraries Highly portable, not 
dependent on compiler 
implementations.

Interoperability - many GPU libraries (e.g. CUFFT) are C 
only (requiring explicit interfaces to use in Fortran) and 
don't have common interfaces. May lock-in data 
layout. In many cases libraries don't exist for problem.  
Long-term support

OpenMP4.5 
and 5.0

Standardized. Support for C, 
C++, Fortran and others. 
Simple to get started.

Limited expressibility (particularly on GPUs). Lacks 
"views". Reliant on quality of compiler implementation -
which are generally immature on both GPU and CPU 
systems.

OpenACC Standardized. Support for C, 
C++, Fortran.

Vendor adoption/limited support in compilers, 
especially free compilers (e.g. GNU).

Kokkos Allows significant expressibility 
(particularly on GPUs.)

Only supports C++. Vector parallelism often left-out on 
CPUs.

Raja Allows incremental 
enhancements to codes. 
Many back-ends.

Only supports C++. Lacks data "views" for more 
advanced portability requirements.Recommendation: Continually evaluate the functionality and 

performance of these solutions for potential 
adoption
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Continuous Integration: A brief diversion

• The OLCF strongly encourages software developers to have a “continuous 
integration” and test-driven development strategy.

• BUT …
● Build any CI needs on production resources 

into your allocation request
○ Avoid managing multiple allocations
○ Be prepared to defend your CI needs

● Typically, development teams have scoped
up to 25% of production allocation for CI
○ Pay attention to the cycle / value proposition 

on these scientific instruments

Local Preview Environments

Recommendation: Define a variety of benchmark problems, 
from small to large, for testing.  But be 
judicious on the use of full-scale tests 
on production resources.

Ascent

code.ornl.gov
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Summary

• Software sustainability at the bleeding edge is a hard problem in an era of 
rapid technology evolution and change 
– Portability across architectures and generations of architectures can help ensure end-

user adoption of software
– Today’s platforms are generally the best development resource for the future.
– Recommended strategies for portability include:

• Avoid proprietary programming models when possible
• Directives-based or abstraction approaches may offer portability with little-to-no performance loss
• The use of third-party libraries may also shield application developers against technology change

• End-user confidence is key to ensuring wide adoption of a software product
– A testing strategy at all scales helps lend confidence, but must be designed to ensure 

resource usage is appropriate for the development cycle
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